C ONFIGURE F IT ™
Tailored seating solutions for the user requiring a custom
CONFIGURED product with the ultimate personal FIT.
Alignment to Reimbursement:
Ease of Ordering:
Improved and Expanded Product Line:
Single Location Assembly of Seating with Mobility Base:

improving people’s lives

Alignment to Reimbursement
In today’s funding environment many custom seating components fall under HCPCS codes with a “fixed allowable”.
The shift to specific accessory codes has created reimbursement challenges with legacy part numbers established
prior to the existence of the codes.
In order to alleviate these problems, ConfigureFit’s item numbering approach is designed with the codes in mind, and
ensures that available reimbursement is not missed. Moreover, part number familiarity is not a requirement for ordering.

Common Reimbursement Issues and ConfigureFit Resolution:

Problem: Legacy items historically bundled components into a code with a fixed allowable. That code did
not cover the bundled components thus blocking avenues for additional reimbursement.
ConfigureFit Solution:
To avoid bundling components in a manner that prevents reimbursement, the ConfigureFit order form
has adopted a strict logic to ensure everything falls into its appropriate code. This is accomplished
by uniquely listing every item that should have it’s own code.

Problem: Many legacy components or kits were not code verified and were thus billed under K0108 which
is often denied.
ConfigureFit Solution:
ConfigureFit item numbers are “kits” that can be configured to meet the clinical objective.
The configurable nature of the kits result in reduced item numbers and each is code verified.

K0108
DENIALS

Problem: Most funding agencies recognize only ONE code per item billed. Legacy items, used in a bi-lateral
application, have been historically billed as a quantity two. To a payer, this practice provides no
visibility that items are used bi-laterally. Without this visibility payers may deny a claim by erroneously
assuming over-utilization.
ConfigureFit Solution:
Every bilateral part is listed separately as a left and right.

Ease of Ordering
The ordering process addresses positioning needs in clinical order by region. Each region is divided into zones
representing specific positioning support. The zones are followed by configurable item numbers, each with the
appropriate HCPCS code. The clinical need, product required and billing indication are all aligned.
Part Number
Zone 1

Custom Configured Seat

E2609

Zone 2

HCPCS Code

CS-01-SEAT

CS-02-PELVICSPU
CS-02-PELVICSPP
CS-02-PELVICDPP

Single Pull Anterior Pelvic Support Unpadded
Single Pull Anterior Pelvic Support Padded
Dual Pull Anterior Pelvic Support Padded

E0978
E0978
E0978

CS-03-HIP
CS-03-HIP_REM
CS-03-MODU

Lateral Pelvic/Thigh Supports with Any Type Hardware
Upgrade Lateral Pelvic/Thigh Supports to Removable Hrdw
Upgrade Lateral Pelvic Supports to Modular Hardware
Lateral Hip Support Modifications

E0956
E1028
K0108
K0108

CS-04-ADD
CS-04-ADD_REM
CS-04-MODU
CS-04-ADD_FM
CS-04-ADD_SA

Lateral Adductor Supports with Any Fixed Hardware
Upgrade Lateral Adductor Supports to Removable or Swing Away
Upgrade Lateral Adductor Supports to Modular Hardware
Frame Mount Lateral Adductor Supports with Fixed Hardware
Upgrade Frame Mount Adductor Supports to Swing Away
Lateral Adductor Support Modifications

E0956
E1028
K0108
E0956
E1028
K0108

CS-05-ABD
CS-05-ABD_REM

Medial Thigh Support with Fixed Bracket
Medial Thigh Support Removable/Retractable Upgrade
Medial Thigh Support Custom Modifications

E0957
E1028
K0108

Zone 5
Zone 6
Zone 7

Custom Configured Back

E2617

Zone 8

CS-08-LAT
CS-08-LAT_REM
CS-08-LAT_SA
CS-08-MODU
CS-08-1130
CS-08-CF

Zone 9

CS-09-ATS1
CS-09-ATS2
CS-09-ATSBF
CS-09-ATSTS

Lateral Thoracic Supports with Any Type Hardware
Upgrade Lateral Thoracic Supports to Removable Hardware
Upgrade Lateral Thoracic Supports to Swing Away Hardware
Upgrade Lateral Thoracic Supports to Modular Hardware
Upgrade Swing Away Supports to Quick Adjust Hardware
Upgrade to Contour-Fit Lateral Pad
Lateral Thoracic Support Modifications
Anterior Thoracic Support
Center or Zipper Open Style Anterior Thoracic Support
Butterfly Style Anterior Thoracic Support
Anterior Trunk Strap Support

E0956
E1028
E1028
K0108
K0108
K0108
K0108
E0960
E0960
E0960
E0960

Zone 10

CS-10-PRO

Protractor Supports

K0108

Zone 11

CS-11-RET

Retractor Supports

K0108

Zone 12

E0951/E0952

CS-12-UES

Arm Troughs with Hardware

E2209

Zone 13

Lower Extremity Supports –
See Product Selection Guide for Styles and Sizes

CS-07-BACK

CS-13-TRAY
CS-13-TRAY_MNT

Upper Extremity Support Wheelchair Tray
Tray Mounting Hardware

E0950
K0108

CS-14-HEAD
CS-14-REM
CS-14-MULTI
CS-14-AACC
CS-14-LACC
CS-14-HEAD-OS
CS-14-REM-OS
CS-14-3P

Head Support with Fixed Hardware
Upgrade to Removable Hardware
Upgrade to Multi-Pad System
Anterior Head Support Accessories
Lateral Head Support Accessories
Head Support with Fixed Hardware
Upgrade to Removable Hardware
3 Panel Head Support Accessories

E0955
E1028
K0108
K0108
K0108
E0955
E1028
K0108

Zone 14

Lower Extremity
Torso
Upper Extremity
Head

Description

Zone 3

Zone

Zone 4

Base

Region

Improved and Expanded Product Line

LATERAL PELVIC SUPPORT

PELVIC
BELTS

SEATS

JAY ConfigureFit

Benefit
Any seat can be ordered with any hardware. Clearer
billing process. No compromise on style of upholstery.

T NUT PATTERN AND
EDGE TREATMENT

Seats have adopted the AES t-nut pattern and will default to Style A (AES upholstery and wood
treatment) Style R will allow for wood and upholstery treatments to follow RehabiliTech style. This should
be indicated on the order form.

A t-nut pattern that is consistent.

STANDARD FOAM

Standard foam is 1.5" high resiliency foam with override allowed on both the order form and through
profile.

A foam standard that is consistent.

FABRICS AND COLORS

ConfigureFit adopts the AES color pallet with the addition of Black Vinyl (V014) from RehabiliTech
and 3DX Spacer Fabric.

More fabrics.

CONTOURED SEATS
AND ANTI-THRUST
SEATS

ConfigureFit adopts the AES style with Quick Fit Adjustable Contour and Quick Fit Adjustable Anti-Thrust
seats.

Maintains Adjustability.

MODIFICATIONS

The available modifications you have come to expect from custom seating are all available on the
ConfigureFit product line as well. They are a combination of modifications from both the AES and
RehabiliTech product lines.

Expanded Product Line with even more modifications.

ATTACHING
HARDWARE

All Universal Hardware is adopted from the AES product line with new attaching hooks and forks (L
brackets) similar to the RehabiliTech Style. Add a locking pin to this hardware for transit. ConfigureFit
has all new drop hooks with a new angle adjustment lock-out feature and a longer slot. Swivel tabs and
stops come from the AES line. ShurLocks, EZ Mount, snap on hardware etc, are all still available. A new
snap on clamp similar to Freedom Designs will be offered as well.

Universal hardware eliminates need for a specific
clamp to match the chair's tubing diameter (benefit to
RehabiliTech users) Simpler transit hardware has
more consistency, and simpler drop hook hardware
(only one style whether angle adjustable or not)
simplifies ordering.

ADJUSTMENT RAILS
(TRACKS)

Adjustment rails (or tracks) are now ordered as part of the seat. Single and double styles are available
with an option to allow the tracks to cover the full depth of the seat.

Improves margin with cost rolled into E2609, adds
Double Slot Rails (Tracks) for AES users.

STYLES

AES ComforFit products are still available with many of the same part numbers you are used to. Some
upper level part numbers and pricing has changed to improve margin on select products. Some select
specialty items are retained from the RehabiliTech product line.

Maintains a familiar product offering.

SIZES

No Changes.

GENERAL

Each Pelvic Support is organized as pad and fixed hardware to align to the E0956 HCPCS code. The
item can be upgraded to a removable bracket to align to the E1028 HCPCS code. The brackets can be
also upgraded to modular style to align to the K0108 HCPCS code.

PADS

FIXED BRACKETS

REMOVABLE
BRACKETS

MODIFICATIONS

LATERAL ADDUCTOR SUPPORT

Description

GENERAL

MODULAR BRACKETS

MEDIAL THIGH SUPPORT

TM

The order process has changed so that any style of seat can be ordered with any style of attaching
hardware. There is only one master part number for seats, this part is billed as E2609 and is ordered
separately from the back so each back can also be combined with any seat and be billed separately as
an E2617 HCPCS Code. Style sheets have been introduced to control the upholstery style. The default
style, Style A, produces a finish like AES. To obtain a style like RehabiliTech select Style R.

Pads are offered in standard sizes (for pelvic support only) or as full length or in custom sizes. An up
charge must be selected to capture the charge for pads that are not full length or standard sized.
Contoured full length pads are no charge. The pads consist of a standard plywood base and 1/2" of high
resiliency foam. Pads are ordered as separate left and right with a difference in sizing from left to right
allowed.
Fixed brackets are available as standard, heavy duty and 15 degree angled which can be used to taper
the distance between the pads from front to rear. All brackets are styled like the AES bracket. Each is
available in four profiles (or heights) to accommodate different seat thickness. They are also available in
four offsets.
Removable Brackets are available as standard removable like the AES style, Rail mount is available for
mounting on mobility bases with tracking along the side frame, as well as 20 degree adjustable, (can be
used to taper the distance between the pads from front to rear) and Large Target Button (RehabiliTech).
Each is available in four profiles (or heights) to accommodate different seat thickness. They are also
available in four offsets.
Modular and 20 degree adjustable Modular brackets are available from the AES product line. Each is
available in four profiles (or heights) to accommodate different seat thickness. They are also available in
four offsets.
The available modifications you have come to expect from custom seating are all available on the
ConfigureFit product line. They are a combination of modifications from both the AES and RehabiliTech
product lines.

Improved alignment to HCPCS codes.

Left and right selection allows for one HCPCS code
per item, rather than billing a quantity of two on the
HCPCS item. No up charge for contoured pads.

Expanded product line.

Expanded product line set up to align to E1028
HCPCS code.

Aligned to K0108 HCPCS Code.

Expanded product line with even more modifications.

GENERAL

Each adductor support is organized as pad and fixed hardware to align to the E0956 HCPCS code. The
item can be upgraded to a removable bracket to align to the E1028 HCPCS code. The brackets can be
also upgraded to modular to align to the K0108 HCPCS code.

Improved alignment to HCPCS codes.

PADS

Pads are offered in standard sizes for adductor support or in custom sizes. An up charge must be
selected to capture the charge for pads that are not standard sized. The pads consist of a standard
plywood base and 1/2" of high resiliency foam. Pads are ordered as separate left and right with a
difference in sizing from left to right allowed.

Left and right selection allows for one HCPCS code
per item, rather than billing a quantity of two on the
HCPCS code. No up charge for contoured pads.

FIXED BRACKETS

REMOVABLE
BRACKETS

MODULAR BRACKETS

Fixed brackets are available as standard, heavy duty and 15 degree angled which can be used to taper
the distance between the pads from front to rear. All brackets are styled like the AES brackets. Each is
available in four profiles (or heights) to accommodate different seat thickness. They are also available in
four offsets.
Removable Brackets are available as standard removable like the AES style, Rail mount is available for
mounting on mobility bases with tracking along the side frame, as well as 20 degree adjustable, (can be
used to taper the distance between the pads from front to rear) and Large Target Button (RehabiliTech).
Each is available in four profiles (or heights) to accommodate different seat thickness. They are also
available in four offsets.
Modular and 20 degree adjustable Modular brackets are available from the AES product line. Each is
available in four profiles (or heights) to accommodate different seat thickness. They are also available in
four offsets.

Expanded product line.

Expanded product line set up to align to E1028
HCPCS code.

Aligned to K0108 HCPCS Code.

FRAME MOUNT

Frame mount adductors are also available. These consist of a round pad and a fixed (or if upgraded)
swing away bracket. These are ordered as an alternative to adductors attached to the seat.

MODIFICATIONS

The available modifications you have come to expect from custom seating are all available on the
ConfigureFit product line. They are a combination of modifications from both the AES and RehabiliTech
product lines.

Expanded product line with even more modifications.

GENERAL

Each medial thigh support is organized as a pad and fixed hardware to align to the E0957 HCPCS code.
The item can be upgraded to a removable bracket to align to the E1028 HCPCS code.

Improved alignment to HCPCS codes.

PADS

Pads are offered in both oval and wedge designs. Pads come in standard sizes for medial thigh support
or in custom sizes. An up charge must be selected to capture the charge for pads that are not standard
sized. The pad construction is based on AES design.

Expanded Product Line.

FIXED BRACKETS

Fixed brackets are available as standard.

Aligned to E0957 code.

REMOVABLE
BRACKETS

Flip Down Brackets are available in many styles from both the AES and RehabiliTech product lines. This
includes the AES Pull Away, Hide Away and Swing Down styles as well as the RehabiliTech Push Button.
The RehabiliTech push button is available as standard and narrow profile with the removable feature for
both.

Expanded product line set up to align to E1028
HCPCS code.

MODIFICATIONS

The available modifications you have come to expect from custom seating are all available on the
ConfigureFit product line. They are a combination of modifications from both the AES and RehabiliTech
product lines.

Expanded product line with even more modifications.

How will the new ConfigureFit product differ from AES and RehabiliTech?
As Compared to AES

As Compared to RehabiliTech

When ordering Style A there will be no difference with the AES Product Line. There are differences
with attaching hardware detailed below.

When ordering Style R there is little difference from the RehabiliTech Product Line with minor T-nut
pattern changes. There are differences with attaching hardware detailed below.

No change.

Small Change. A new ConfigureFit Seat will not mate to an old RehabiliTech back if seat to back
brackets were used. The t-nut alignment is not compatible. Must order both seat and back as new
with new seat to back bracket.

No change.

1/2" thicker than RehabiliTech standard.

Same colors and fabrics with RehabiliTech Black Vinyl added and 3DX Spacer Fabric added.

Adopts all AES colors and fabrics plus Black Vinyl from RehabiliTech (V014)
and 3DX Spacer Fabric.

No change.

To obtain old style contoured seat, must now order Quick Fit Adjustable Contour. It has some
differences but maintains function. Anti-thrust seat adds additional benefit of Quick Fit adjustability
when this is specified.

No change.

No change.

Universal Hardware is the same, however new attaching hooks and forks are utilized that will be
similar to the RehabiliTech style. All old transit hardware has been discontinued. The new hooks
and forks require the addition of a locking pin for transit . The drop hooks are all new, with the old
style discontinued. Hardware is now bundled into kits for mounting at the front or rear of the seat.
These are selected individually for a mix and match functionality.

The clamp portion of knob release hardware is derived from the AES style universal hardware.
Forks are essentially the same. Drop hooks are all new with angle adjustability. These can be
locked to a 90 degree orientation with a built in lock-out feature. Clamp on hook stops are adopted
from the AES line and eliminates the spacer found on the carriage bolt of RehabiliTech clamps.
Hardware is now bundled into kits for mounting at the front or rear of the seat. These are selected
individually for a mix and match functionality.

Double slot tracks are now available. No other changes.

RehabiliTech style single slot tracks are discontinued, replaced, instead, by the AES style single
slot track. For extra security order the double slotted track.

Continued ComforFit offering with the addition of some RehabiliTech specialty items.

Continued ComforFit offering with the addition of some RehabiliTech specialty items.

No change.

No change.

All pelvic support items are similar in concept to Basis packages for alignment to HCPCS codes.

All pelvic support items are similar in style to 18E0956 and 18E1028X packages for alignment to
HCPCS codes.

Construction is unchanged. Some standard sizing changes.

Construction is unchanged. An introduction of standard sizing, no charge for contoured pads.

Adds heavy duty steel to the offering.

The brackets are styled like AES brackets. The offering is expanded with 15 degree brackets and
heavy duty has been lightened considerably.

Add RehabiliTech Removable.

Adds AES Removable, Rail Mount and 20 degree adjustable.

No change.

Expanded product line.

No change.

No Change

All adductor support items are similar to Basis packages for alignment to HCPCS codes.

All adductor support items are similar to 18E0956 and 18E1028X packages for alignment to
HCPCS codes

Construction is unchanged. Some standard sizing changes.

Construction is unchanged. An introduction of standard sizing.

Adds heavy duty steel to the offering.

The brackets are styled like AES brackets. The offering is expanded with 15 degree brackets and
heavy duty has been lightened considerably.

Add RehabiliTech Removable.

Adds AES Removable, Rail Mount and 20 degree adjustable.

No change.

Expanded product line.

No change.

No change.

No change.

No change.

All medial thigh support items are similar to Basis packages for alignment to HCPCS codes.

All medial thigh support items are similar to 24E0957 and 24E1028 packages for alignment to
HCPCS codes.

Construction is unchanged. .

Construction is based on AES. An introduction of standard sizing.

No change.

No change.

Adds RehabiliTech push button and removable.

Adds AES Hide Away, Pull away and Swing Down. RehabiliTech Swing Down is discontinued.

No change.

No change.

Improved and Expanded Product Line (Continued)

HEAD SUPPORTS

LAP
TRAYS

ANTERIOR
THORACIC

LATERAL THORACIC SUPPORT

BACKS

LOWER
EXTREMITY
SUPPORTS

JAY ConfigureFit

TM

Description

Benefit

SHOE HOLDERS

All shoe holders available from both AES and RehabiliTech product lines. The items are set up as left
and right ordering.

All shoe holder products still available. Left and right
ordering allows easy mix and match sizing.

FOOT AND ANKLE
POSITIONERS

All foot and ankle positioners from the ComforFit line up are available, coded as K0108.

Better HCPCS Code alignment.

FOOT BOXES
MODIFICATIONS

Foot Boxes adopted from the AES product line. Some RehabiliTech items added to this product category.
Many options are available.
The available modifications you have come to expect from custom seating are all available on the
ConfigureFit product line. They are a combination of modifications from both the AES and RehabiliTech
product lines.

Expanded product line.
Expanded product line with even more modifications.

GENERAL

The order process has changed so that any style of back can be ordered with any style of attaching
hardware. There is only one master part number for backs, whicht is billed as E2617 and is ordered
separately from the seat so each back can also be combined with any seat and then billed separately as
an E2609. Style sheets have been introduced to control the upholstery style. The default style, Style A,
produces a finish like AES. To obtain a style like RehabiliTech select Style R.

Any back can be ordered with any hardware. Clearer
billing process. No compromise on style of upholstery.

T NUT PATTERN AND
EDGE TREATMENT

Backs whave adopted the AES t-nut pattern and will default to Style A (AES upholstery and wood
treatment) Style R will allow for wood and upholstery treatments to follow RehabiliTech style. This should
be indicated on the order form.

A T-nut pattern that is consistent.

STANDARD FOAM

Standard foam is 1" high resiliency foam with an override allowed on both the order form and through
profile.

A foam standard that is consistent.

FABRICS AND COLORS

ConfigureFit adopts the AES color pallet with the addition of Black Vinyl (V014) from RehabiliTech
and 3DX Spacer Fabric.

More fabrics.

OTHER

Bi angular backs are available with many bracket types from both the AES and RehabiliTech product
lines. Contoured backs and Foam Form backs are available and are derived from the AES product line.

Expanded product line.

MODIFICATIONS

The available modifications you have come to expect from custom seating are all available on the
ConfigureFit product line. They are a combination of modifications from both the AES and RehabiliTech
product lines.

Expanded product line with even more modifications.

ATTACHING
HARDWARE

Universal Hardware has been adopted from the AES product line with new attaching hooks and forks
similar to the RehabiliTech style. Add a locking pin for transit. New adjustable angle forks (used with
universal hardware) are available for curved backs. ConfigureFit has all new drop hooks with a new angle
adjustment lock-out feature and a longer slot. Swivel tabs and stops come from the AES line.
ShurLocks, EZ Mount, snap on hardware etc, are all still available.

Universal hardware eliminates need for a specific
clamp to match tubing diameter (Benefit to
RehabiliTech users) Simpler transit hardware with
more consistency, simpler drop hook hardware (only
one style whether angle adjustable or not) Simplified
hardware for curved backs which eliminates many
bracket angles in favor of an adjustable angle bracket.

ADJUSTMENT RAILS
(TRACKS)

Adjustment rails (or tracks) are now ordered as part of the back. Single and double styles are available
with an option to allow the tracks to cover the full height of the back.

Improves margin with cost rolled into E2617, adds
Double Slot Rails (tracks) for AES users.

GENERAL

Each thoracic support is organized as a pad and fixed hardware to align to the E0956 HCPCS code. The
item can be upgraded to a removable bracket to align to the E1028 HCPCS code. The brackets can be
also upgraded to modular to align to the K0108 HCPCS code.

Improved alignment to HCPCS codes.

PADS

Pads are offered in standard sizes or in custom sizes. An up charge must be selected to capture the
charge for pads that are not standard sized. Pads can be curved, or flat, D Shaped or tapered. Base
materials can be wood, aluminum or plastic with choice of closed cell foam (1/4") or high resiliency foam
(1/2"). Pads are ordered as separate left and right with a difference in sizing from left to right allowed.
Pads can also be ordered with an additional left and/or right for three point positioning or a four pad
support setup.

Left and right selection allows for one HCPCS code
per item, rather than billing a quantity of two on the
HCPCS item. Many added options for foam and base
materials.

FIXED BRACKETS

Fixed brackets are available as standard, heavy duty and 15 degree angled, which can be used to taper
the distance between the pads from top to bottom. All brackets are styled like the AES bracket. Each is
available in four profiles (or heights) to accommodate different seat thickness. They are also available in
four offsets. Adjustable profile (height) brackets are derived from the AES product line and can be
ordered for an additional charge.

Expanded product line.

SWING AWAY
BRACKETS

Standard swing away brackets are available from the AES product line. 20 degree adjustable are still
available. A new angle adjustable swing away is now offered that can replace the AES style or can be
ordered as a proximal style to replace the old RehabiliTech version. Each is available in different profiles
(or heights) to accommodate different back thickness. They are also available in four offsets.

New angle adjustable swing away lateral bracket that
can be set up standard (like AES modular) or as
proximal (like RehabiliTech). Expanded product line
set up to align to E1028 HCPCS code.

MODULAR BRACKETS

Modular and 20 degree adjustable modular brackets are available from the AES product line. Each is
available in four profiles (or heights) to accommodate different seat thickness. They are also available in
four offsets.

Aligned to K0108 HCPCS Code.

REAR QUICK ADJUST
(SUMMER/WINTER)

Rear Quick Adjust is available as well as Lever style from the RehabiliTech product line.

Expanded product line.

MODIFICATIONS

The available modifications you have come to expect from custom seating are all available on the
ConfigureFit product line. They are a combination of modifications from both the AES and RehabiliTech
product lines.

Expanded product line with even more modifications.

STYLES

AES ComforFit products are still available in the part numbers you are used to. Some pricing has
changed to improve margin on select products. Some select specialty items are retained from
RehabiliTech product line.

Maintains a familiar product offering.

SIZES

No changes.

SIZES

AES sizes have been adopted. Sizes are only slightly different from RehabiliTech sizes. Custom sizes
are still available. All materials are still available as well.

Maintains a familiar product offering.

HARDWARE

Hardware is a combination of RehabiliTech and AES hardware.

Expanded product line.

GENERAL

Each head support is organized as a pad and fixed hardware to align to the E0955 HCPCS code. The
item can be upgraded to a removable or flip down bracket to align to the E1028 HCPCS code. Pads are
single pads only. Upgrading to multi-pads requires additional pick to align to the K0108 HCPCS code.

Improved alignment to HCPCS codes.

PADS

Pads are offered from the Whitmyer product line and some from the AES and RehabiliTech product lines.
All pads are sold first (under the E0955 HCPCS codes) as single pads. Adding additional pads requires
selections that will fall under the K0108 HCPCS code.

Better Alignment to HCPCS Codes, familiar products
are all still available.

BRACKETS

All brackets from the Whitmyer line continue to be available. Brackets are set to the E1028 HCPCS
code.

Pricing better balanced between E0955 and E1028
HCPCS Codes.

OLD STYLE
REHABILITECH AND
AES HEAD SUPPORTS

ConfigureFit makes some legacy AES and RehabiliTech style brackets and pads available under this
special section. These pads (such as the three panel) and brackets (such as the anterior/posterior
adjustable bracket) are a hybrid of RehabiliTech and AES items.

Expanded Product Line - maintains legacy products.

ACCESSORIES

Accessories are organized under the K0108 HCPCS Code.

Better alignment to HCPCS codes. Familiar products
are all still available.

MODIFICATIONS

The available modifications you have come to expect from custom seating are all available on the
ConfigureFit product line. They are a combination of modifications from both the AES and RehabiliTech
product lines.

Expanded product line with even more modifications.

How will the new ConfigureFit product differ from AES and RehabiliTech?
As Compared to AES

As Compared to RehabiliTech

No change.

No change.

No change.

Add Foot and Ankle Positioners.

No change.

Adopt AES style foot boxes.

No change.

No change.

When ordering Style A there will be no difference with the AES Product Line. There are differences
with attaching hardware detailed below.

When ordering Style R there is little difference from the RehabiliTech Product Line with minor T-nut
pattern changes. There are differences with attaching hardware detailed below.

No change.

Small change. A new ConfigureFit seat will not mate to an old RehabiliTech back if seat to back
brackets are used. The T-nut alignment is not compatible. Must order both seat and back as new
with new seat to back bracket.

No change.

No change.

Same colors and fabrics with RehabiliTech Black Vinyl added and 3DX Spacer Fabric added.

Adopts all AES colors and fabrics plus Black Vinyl from RehabiliTech (V014) and
3DX Spacer Fabric.

More options added.

More options added.

No change.

No change.

Universal Hardware is the same, however new attaching hooks and forks are utilized that will be
similar to the RehabiliTech style. All old transit hardware has been discontinued. All old back
hooks for curved wood backs have been discontinued and replaced by a new angle adjustable
hook. The new hooks and forks require the addition of a locking pin for transit . The drop hooks
are all new, and the old style has been discontinued. Hardware is now bundled into kits for
mounting at the front or rear of the seat. These are selected individually for a mix and match
functionality.

The clamp portion of knob release hardware is derived from AES style universal hardware. Hooks
are essentially the same. Drop hooks are all new with angle adjustability. These can be locked to
a 90 degree orientation with a built in lock-out feature. Clamp on hook stops are adopted from the
AES line and eliminates the spacer found on the carriage bolt of RehabiliTech clamps Hardware
is now bundled into kits for mounting at the front or rear of the seat. These are selected
individually for a mix and match functionality.

Double slot tracks are now available. No other changes.

RehabiliTech style single slot tracks are discontinued, instead using the AES style single slot track.
For extra security order the double slotted track.

All thoracic support items are similar in function to Basis packages for alignment to HCPCS codes.

All thoracic support items are similar in function to 20E0956 and 20E1028X packages for
alignment to HCPCS codes.

Construction is unchanged if ordering high resiliency foam. Some standard sizing changes.

Construction is unchanged if ordering closed cell foam. An introduction of standard sizing, with
more standard base and foam options.

Adds heavy duty steel to the offering.

The brackets are styled like AES brackets. The offering is expanded with 15 degree brackets and
heavy duty has been lightened considerably. Adjustable height brackets are discontinued with the
AES bracket utilized instead.

Add new angle adjustable bracket with proximal option.

Discontinue RehabiliTech swing away lateral bracket and replace with a new angle adjustable
proximal design. Addition of AES style brackets.

No change.

Expanded product line.

Front Quick Adjust discontinued. Lever style from RehabiliTech now available.

Add Rear Quick Adjust for select swing away and modular laterals.

No change.

No change.

Continued ComforFit offering with addition of some RehabiliTech specialty items.

Continued ComforFit offering with addition of some RehabiliTech specialty items.

No change.

No change.

Addition of 1/4" Polycarbonate trays

Utilizes AES standard sizing.

No change.

Expanded product line.

All head support items are similar in concept to Basis packages for alignment to HCPCS codes.

All head support items are similar in concept to 26E0955 and 26E1028X packages for alignment to
HCPCS codes.

All products still available.

All products still available.

No change.

No change.

Add new anterior/posterior bracket.

Discontinued RehabiliTech straight and offset brackets, replaced by AES style. Reintroduce the
anterior/posterior style bracket under a new design.

No change.

No change.

No change.

No change.

JAY ConfigureFit

NEW OPTIONS
Expanded Swing-away Lateral Thoracic Bracket Selection:
• Now optionally available with angle adjustability in both standard
and proximal configurations.

Transit Option:
• WC20 Transit Tested

SINGLE LOCATION ASSEMBLY OF SEATING WITH MOBILITY BASE
Increased Efficiency Throughout the Process:
• Improves and ensures compatibility between the mobility base and
seating device before delivery
• No shipping parts from factory to factory
• Improved delivery time

SPECIFICATIONS
JAY ConfigureFit

System Weight

Dependent upon system size and componentry

Available Foam Materials

Viscoelastic, Sunmate and High Resiliency Foams

Fabric Colors

Wide selection – refer to fabric/color samples

User Weight Capacity

Non-transit:
Non-transit HD:
Transit:

Product Size

Available Cover Materials

Product Configuration

Warranty

Seat Width – Minimum 10", all other dimensions variable

3DX, Vinyls, Nylons, Neoprenes, Lycras and other Four-way Stretch Fabrics

Seat Only, Back Only, Seat and Back – all with available accessories, or Accessories Only
250 lbs.
300 lbs.
Minimum 48 lbs. – Maximum 200 lbs.

Sunrise Limited Warranty

Customer Service: 800.333.4000

CFor
u sadditional
t o m e r product
s e r v ispecifications
c e : 800 .333.400
please visit: 0
www.sunrisemedical.com
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